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Middle East in a Week 

Regarding international relations and world politics, the Middle 

East may be the most controversial region in the current times. On 

the one hand it sits on most of the world’s oil reserves, while on the 

other hand, it inhibits the followers of the most controversial 

religion in the world, Islam. These matters combined have created 

a region filled with drastic events. Every day, there are new wars 

erupting in the region and every day, there are new ways through 

which the west and the far east try to increase their influence in the 

region. This region inhibits 411 million people out of which 28 % 

are under the age of 25 years old. This newsletter tries to give 

weekly updates on the important issues in the Middle East and 

combining them with some analysis, hopes to have a role in 

changing the region’s situation to the better. 
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A NEW RAY OF HOPE FOR THE 

JCPOA1 

For the past month or so, Iranian and US officials kept 

announcing vaguely that the JCPOA will come back to 

life. Iran’s chief nuclear negotiator said Tehran expects US 

sanctions on oil, banks and other sectors and on most 

individuals and institutions to be lifted based on 

agreements reached so far at talks in Vienna, Iranian state 

media reported. Russia and Western European powers 

meanwhile gave contrasting accounts of the task ahead in 

the talks to bring Iran and the United States fully back 

into compliance with the 2015 nuclear deal, as the talks 

adjourned for six days. “Sanctions … on Iran’s energy 

sector, which include oil and gas, or those on the 

automotive industry, financial, banking and port 

sanctions, all should be lifted based on agreements reached 

so far,” Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araqchi was 

quoted as saying on Saturday by the Iranian state media.  

  

  

CONTRADICTIONS INSIDE THE 

HERD2 

After the leaked three-hour interview with Mohammad 

Javad Zarif, Iran’s minister of foreign affairs, which ruffled 

many feathers in Iran, the Supreme Leader publicly rebuked 

Zarif’s position inside Iran’s political body. Khamenei said 

during a televised speech on Sunday that he was “surprised 

and sorry” to hear Mohammad Javad Zarif’s comments on 

late Major General Qassem Soleimani’s power and influence, 

without directly naming the diplomat. “Some of these 

comments are the repetition of the hostile talks of our 

enemies, the repetition of the words of America,” he said, 

pointing out that media opposed to Iran released the tape. In 

the tape, Zarif said he repeatedly had to “sacrifice” 

diplomacy for what he refers to as “the field” – denoting 

operations and politics driven by the Islamic Revolutionary 

Guard Corps (IRGC), and specifically its outward-looking 

Quds Force led by Soleimani until his assassination by the 

United States last year. One key response of the Supreme 

Leader was that like everywhere else in the world, the foreign 

policy of Iran is not crafted by the foreign ministry, and is 

merely enforced by it. 
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TURKEY AND EGYPT SEEKING 

BETTER RELATIONS3 

According to the latest announcements by Egyptian and 

Turkish officials the two country are getting together to 

reach better arrangements.  The two-day “political 

consultations” on Wednesday between the two nations 

starting in Cairo were chaired by Hamdi Loza, Egypt’s 

deputy foreign minister, and his Turkish counterpart Sedat 

Onal. Egypt’s Foreign Ministry announced the meetings in 

a statement late on Tuesday.  It described the talks as 

“exploratory discussions” that would focus on “the 

necessary steps that may lead towards the normalization of 

relations between the two countries, bilaterally and in the 

regional context”.  Egypt and Turkey have been at 

loggerheads since the Egyptian military’s 2013 removal of 

the president from the Muslim Brotherhood group who 

enjoyed the support of Turkey. Egypt has designated the 

group a “terrorist” organisation.  Recently, top Turkish 

officials signalled a warming of ties with Egypt, a shift 

from their previous, sharply critical approach to the 

government of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. 

                     

       

 

 

  

 

 

 

IRAN AND SAUDI ARABIA REACHING 

AGREEMENT IN IRAQ5 

Iraqi president just announced that Iran and Saudi Arabia 

have visited several times in the past year to reach a 

mutually beneficial consensus.  Salih made his remarks 

during an interview on Wednesday broadcast live online 

with the Beirut Institute think-tank. He gave no more 

details.  Diplomats hope the opening of direct channels 

between Iran and Saudi Arabia will signal a calming of 

tensions across the Middle East after years of hostilities that 

have brought the region close to a full-scale conflict.  

Baghdad hosted talks between officials from its two 

neighbors and mutual adversaries on April 9 in the only 

round of talks to have been previously reported.  Asked how 

many rounds of Saudi-Iranian talks Iraq had hosted, Salih 

replied: “More than once.”  For Iraq, hosting the talks is 

seen as a significant step for Baghdad, which has 

consistently sought to play the role of a regional mediator. 
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CONTRADICTIONS INSIDE 

ISREAL4  

Recent developments inside the Isreali politics is about to 

rattle Netanyahu’s position as the Prime Minister.  Israel’s 

president has tapped opposition leader Yair Lapid to form 

a new government – a step that could lead to the end of the 

lengthy rule of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.  

President Reuven Rivlin announced his decision on live 

television on Wednesday, a day after Netanyahu failed to 

cobble together a governing coalition by a midnight 

deadline.  Rivlin spent the day consulting with all of the 

parties elected to Israel’s parliament and announced that 

he believes Lapid has the best chance of forming a 

coalition, as the former finance minister had the pledged 

support of 56 of parliament’s 120 members – still short of a 

majority.  In a statement accepting the nomination, Lapid, 

who heads the Yesh Atid party, said he aimed to establish 

a government of the left, right and centre “that will reflect 

the fact that we don’t hate one another”.  But Lapid, 57, 

has ruled out serving in a government with Netanyahu, 

citing the criminal indictment against the prime minister. 
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